
 

Maglev Trains 

From Workshop titled “The Magnetic Fields of Engineering and Science:  How Engineering Design 

Challenges Can Inspire Inquiry Presented by Kristin Sargianis  of Engineering is Elementary 

Key idea – How do engineering ideas integrate and intersect with science.   

In this activity students pretend to be Transportation Engineers and are given the following information. 

Challenge:  Develop a vehicle that 1) levitates above the track  2) Glides along the track when nudged 

with a finger 3) supports at least 5 weights. 

Criteria:  1) vehicles must fit within the track and must levitate  

Constraints 1) Must use the track as supplied  2) Cannot alter the track or the track box 3) Cannot use 

magnets supplied within the bag – these magnets are just to let you know what’s available then you can 

request as many of those type(s) of magnets as supplies allow  4) Have 20 minutes to meet this 

challenge 

This is what the track box and track look like:  The track 

box is approximately 12” by  4” by 4”.  The track is a 

sheet of manila folder measuring 12” by 6” with two 

strips of magnetic tape on either side. 

 

 

 

In addition to magnets – every team was given 3.75 x 3.75 square of Styrofoam for the body of our 

Maglev train, a roll of masking tape, and a Dixie cup of 10 glass stones (flat on one side) to use as 

weights. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Magnetic strip  
Cardstock base 

Track box with track on the 

bottom 

Styrofoam car.   Magnets on the 

bottom;  weights on top.  



Shown here are a few of the successful designs.  

 

 Disc magnet 

 

 

 

Top of the car; track would be below 

 

 

Bar magnet (Top) as well as disc 

magnets 

 

 

Strip magnets on either side of Styrofoam. 

 Another version of this had three strips on                                                                                                                                           

either side stacked on top of each other 

 

 

 

 

 

 


